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Webelos

MINERAL HARDNESS KlT
The mineral hardness scale was developed more than 100 years ago by Friedrick Mohs, a German mineralogist.
He arranged 10 minerals in a hardness scale with talc the softest as number one and diamond, the hardest as
number 10. The complete hardness scale can be found in the Webelos Scout handbook.
You can make your own kit from materials you already above around the house or that you can buy at low cost.
It will help you establish the hardness of a mineral sample within rough limits. You will need:

1.

Talco. You can purchase this in the form of tailor's chalk.

2. Your fingernail. lt has a hardness of 2 to 2 L/2.
3. A new copper coin. The edge has a hardness similar to calcite.
4. A l2-penny nail. To test materials with hardness of 4 to 4 t/2.
5. A knife. The steel of a good knife blade is rated at about 5 U2.
6. Piece of window glass. lt has a hardness of about 6. Don't cut yourself.
7. A hlgh-speed drill bit. Tip has hardness of about 5 1/2. (Woodworking drill).
8. Metalfile. Good-quality capable of fine smoothing or cuttingT L/2.
9- High-speed masonry drill point. Hardness of about I Llz.
10. Carborubum. This sharpening stone will scratch minerals of hardness about 9.

It is a good idea to label each piece of your hardness kit. When you find a mineral that will barely scratch your
knife blade 15 Llzl but will not mark glass (6), you may assume that that mineral's hardness lies between 5 and 6.
You will find it best to test the mineral specimen on a flat surface- After you have made a test scratch, try to rub
the mark away with your fingers. A true scratch will remain. lt's best to use a magnifoing glass to examine any

doubtful marks. Sometimes the testing tool will leave scrapings or powder on the surface of the mineral. Hard
rubbing can remove such marks.
Your hardness kit will be of little use when testing pieces of granite, which may be composed of a mix of quartz
(7), feldspar (5)and mica (2 toZL/2). The bits of the individual minerals may be large enough to recognize but
impossible to test with your kit. This is where your study of rock samples and guide books will serve you well. Not
only will you be able to recognize the major types of rocks, but you will also learn something about the minerals
you find connected to such rocks. Don't take more of a mineral than you need for a display sample. Thumb-sized
lumps are fine. They display well, they are easy to carry, and your consideration will mean that another rockhound
will have the fun of making the same discovery that you did.

- Boys Life Magazine

Webelos

MAKE A ROCK TUMBLER
This is a simple tumbler that you can build yourself. lt will grind and polish the agates or other
semi-precious stones that you collected on a field trip. The cost is less than SS.OO.
The tumbler barrel is simply a quart glass jar. lt rolls on four ordinary nylon furniture casters.
The key to its simplicity is the small geared-down electric motor (a rock tumbler must turn at a very
low speed). The motor used here was a gear drive 22.8 rpm. 110-volt A.C. motor obtained from the
Burstein Applebee Company, at a cost of 53.29 plus postage.
The construction is shown below. Mount the motor with metal brackets on any sufficiently
large piece of scrap lumber. Attach the jar lid shaft and, las! the casters, placing them where the jar
rests and turns easily on them. The electrical connections of the little motor are exposed; so cover or
tape them wellto prevent shocks.

ln this and all other rock tumblers, the grinding gets done as the rocks cascade over one
another in the slowly turning jar. You will want to contact time your local rock shop to purchase proper
polishing polished. You tumble a load of rocks for a long time (two to three weeks) until the rocks
inside are highly polished. The motor used here costs about 4 cents a day to run.
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All-American

Rock Concert

Paperweight
Paint different-sized rocks bright colors. Draw on
mouth and eyes or use wiggle eyes. Glue piece of
felt to bottom of a jar tid. Arrange rocks in lid.
Before gluing to lid add a craft-stick sign reading
"Rock Concert. "

Postmark Collection
Have boys save postmarks from their
household's mail and bring them to yourden
meeting each week. Glue them onto sheets
of construction paper, one sheet for each

letter of the alphabet. See how many
different places your den can collect.
the collection at the

Webelos Geologist Activity:
Make Your Own Fossils
Materials: Small, shallow cardboard or plastic box
(like a cutoffmilk jug); modeling clay or sculpting
clay; plaster of paris; water; small disposable
container to mix the plaster in; craft stick; seashells,
leaves, chicken bones, your baby teeth (items to
make your "fossil" from)
Begin by spreading a smooth layer of clay in the
bottom of your box. This clay represents the
mud that the once-living organism fell into.
Press a shell or leaf, or anything once living,
into the clay You caa also make a handprint or
fooprin! or a paw print if your pet will let you.

Mix the plaster of paris

according to the
package directions. Pour the thick soupy plaster
over the clay in a thin layer,and let it harden. Be
sure not to pour any leftover plaster down the
sink, because it will stop up the drain!

Cigar trox prrz.zle

An intriguing challenge to puzde lovers
of all ages!
Paint a cigar box or cover the outside with
contact paper. Cut a piece of paper the exact
size of the inside bottom of the box. Divide

it in half lengthwise; then divide lower
section into 5 equal parts. Divide upper
section as shown in illushation.
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Cut nine blocks from plywood making each
one about 1/8" smaller than the paper patterns,
so they can slide easily. Mark each block with

the proper letter. Glue the paper over the
bottom of the box and place blocks on
corresponding sections.

Carefully remove the clay and hardened plaster
from the box. Scrape the clay offthe plaster, and
you will find a backwards impression of your
"fossil." This negative shape is like a mold
fossil, where a dead animat or plant rotted away
and left its shape in the mud, which later turned
to rock.

States Mobile
Cut states from a large map of the United
States. Glue to foam-core board and cut out
the state shapes. Hang with fishing line.
These also make cute mobiles for children
just learning their states.

Now the fun begins! Slide the blocks around
until block A is in the upper left and corner.
It isn't easy, but it ean be done.

If desired, make a pocket size puzzle using
small cardboard blocks fined into a plastic
pin box.
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Raad curs are the easiest placr* ter look
:r;r tirssils Lx'cause they are on public land
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fr;ssils and then search up*ards until you
tinr-l thc nrain source.
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